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Artist:   Rich Kid Blue 

Album:   Overload 

Release Date:  28/04/2023 

Tracklist:  1. Leave 

  2. Overload 

  3. Losing Control 

  4. When the Light Goes Out 

  5. Dark Valley’s Death 

  6. Just a Little 

  7. Madness 

  8. Humanity’s Darkness 

 

Credits:  Recorded at Hutch Sounds, 

  Oberwil, Switzerland. Mixed 

  and mastered by Jeff  

  Henson, Red Nova Ranch, 

  Austin, USA. 

Based in Basel, Switzerland, Rich Kid Blue stands for groovy and varied Heavy-Rock and Stoner-Blues. “Like the 

fire department, wich never extinguishes fires, but constantly starts new ones” (Chrigel Fisch 2023, bz). Their new 

LP Overload contains eight carefully crafted heavy-rock tracks and is the first release since the last EP from 2016. 

The four ‘kids’ worked with a detailed preproduction, completing the song arrangement and mood of each song 

with additional overdub guitars, organs and more. Having handed the tracks over to Jeff Henson from Red Nova 

Ranch Ranch led to a clear focus on the guitars and an overall punchy ‘in-your-face’ feel of the album.  

Like the fire department, which never puts out fires but constantly starts new ones.“ (Chrigel 
Fisch, bz)Like the fire department, which never puwts out fires but constantly starts new ones.“ 
(Chrigel Fisch, bz) 



 

Marc Obrist:   Vocals 

Philippe Fasel:  Drums 

Konrad Venetz:  Guitar 

Stefan Kaiser:  Bass 

 

Style/Genre:  Heavy Rock / Stoner- 

   Blues 

 

richkidblue.ch 

instagram.com/richkidblue 

facebook.com/richkidblue 

marc@hutch-sounds.ch  

 

Releases:  EP (2014) 

   EP (2016) 

   LP (2023) 

Videos:   JPCT (2015) 

 

Label / Bookings: Sixteentimes Music  

 

Marc Obrist | Rich Kid Blue 

Binningerstrasse 48 

CH - 4104 Oberwil 

Phone:   +41 (0)79 502 04 78 

Mail:   marc@hutch-sounds.ch 

 

Sixteentimes Music 

Dornacherstrasse 82 

CH - 4053 Basel 

Mail:   rudy@sixteentimes.com 

Band biography 

Basel’s Powerhouse Kids are back! Since their 

inception in 2012, the four friends had sworn 

allegiance to the rough and dark, but always 

sweet path of heavy rock. The sturdy gang that’s 

been around for over a decade and has built 

distortion and fuzz walls against the flow of the 

world is now back with a a new album. The dark 

and yet warm, heart-pounding rhythm with 

melodious elbow-in-the-face vocals will be heard 

live in April 2023, as well as on their vinyl and 

digital LP «Overload». After years of hard effort, 

the kids are today packed with eight lovingly 

crafted heavy rock tracks, ready to let the riffs 

speak for themselves! 

 


